Wings of
Change
T

he monarch – with its distinctive orange, black and white
markings – is one of the most recognizable and strikingly
beautiful species of butterfly. Yet it is a butterfly at risk.
With its numbers dropping across Ontario and the country,
Canada placed this threatened insect on the Endangered Species
list in 2016. That’s where a Saugeen Shores couple comes in.
Co-founders of a community group called Butterfly Gardens of
Saugeen Shores, Melitta Smole and Kerry Jarvis – along with a
group of dedicated volunteers – have spent the past four years
cultivating native plants in Port Elgin and Southampton in an
effort to help bring the monarch back. And it’s working. As
Kerry says, “If you plant it, they will come!”
It started simply enough. When Melitta and Kerry first moved to
this area in 2011 they would sit in their garden and watch the birds
and the bees and the butterflies move among the plants. The only
problem was, there weren’t many butterflies. And no monarchs.
So they did some research and found that during the past two
decades the World Wildlife Federation has noted a severe and
sustained decrease in the population of monarchs in North America.
The reasons are varied. Habitat loss due to community developments.
Use of herbicides and pesticides. Lack of native plants – in
particular the one plant monarchs need to survive. And that’s just
to name a few. It all adds up to a species in distress.
“That’s when the plight of the monarchs really hit us,” says
Melitta, “and we decided that trying to bring them back at least

A volunteer tags a monarch at one of the Saugeen Shores
butterfly pods.
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course, in typical Bruce County fashion, a storm blew in,” Kerry
recalls. “There we were on the shores of Lake Huron, freezing
to death in sleet and snow, our piece of bristle board flapping
wildly in the wind, trying to explain our proposal.” But it
worked. The town loved the idea and Butterfly Gardens of
Saugeen Shores (BGOSS) was born.
The following spring Kerry and Melitta organized the first
garden planting – and again the weather proved uncooperative.
“It poured rain, but dozens of people still came out to volunteer,”
Melitta tells me. “We knew then that it was going to work.” In
the four years since, BGOSS has been planting butterfly pods
throughout Saugeen Shores.
Their mission is threefold: to help alleviate the plight faced
by monarch butterflies and other pollinators by providing them
with a food source; to enhance the Saugeen Shores experience
for both visitors and residents; and to educate people about
monarchs. “In short,” summarizes Kerry, “our mandate is to
plant plants, plant beauty and plant awareness.”
Milkweed
So if it is all to do with planting, what exactly is that plant?
Turns out it’s a weed – or at least what’s called a weed.
Milkweed to be precise. You see, even though the adult monarch
butterfly can sip nectar from a variety of native flowers, in its
caterpillar stage it can only ingest milkweed. And that can be a
problem when there’s not much of the plant around.
While there is increasing awareness regarding the importance
of milkweed for pollinators – in particular the monarch – many
gardeners and landscapers still intentionally cull the plant due to
misconceptions surrounding it. For one, despite having those
nasty four letters in its name, the milkweed is not a weed. It’s
actually a wildflower – and often a beautiful one at that. “The
BGOSS volunteers celebrate the completion of another Butterfly milkweed in particular sports gorgeous pumpkinbutterfly garden.
Photo courtesy of Kerry Jarvis orange blossoms,” says Melitta. And while some milkweed can
grow quickly, Kerry emphasizes that gardeners should not be
to this area would not only help save the butterflies, but would afraid of it. “If properly planted, it will not take over the yard.”
be a great way to contribute to the community.” So they set out
Misconceptions or not, if BGOSS was to be successful, the
to create an environment that would encourage the monarchs to first thing they had to do was find a milkweed supplier. Easier
return to Saugeen Shores.
said than done. Turns out that some nurseries don’t grow
Butterfly Gardens
milkweed. Others told Kerry and Melitta they would need to
Of course, first they had to convince the town. Armed with a wait a year or two for delivery of the plant. Then they contacted
poster-size sheet of bristle board – on which they’d sketched out Grange Hollow Gardens and Nursery. “It was fortuitous,” says
their concept for planting butterfly gardens throughout the Melitta. “They loved our idea of establishing butterfly gardens
community – they arranged to meet with the director of and were able to deliver milkweed right away. Now they’re our
Community Relations at the proposed outdoor site of one of the official supplier.”
gardens to discuss their plan. That was in November, 2014. “Of
Other partners signed on, too. Bruce Power. Southampton
Rotary.
Community Grey Bruce. Friends of MacGregor Point
Doug Archer
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Provincial Park. The list goes on. And the community has been
beyond generous, adds Melitta, providing encouragement,
donations, and endless volunteer support. Even youngsters at a
Southampton daycare got involved, setting up a lemonade stand
and raising $60 for the butterfly gardens. “What started out as a
simple planting of some milkweed back in 2015, has grown into
something bigger than we could have ever hoped,” Melitta
enthuses. “It has taken on a life of its own.”
You can be on the pod squad
There are now 22 butterfly pods across Saugeen Shores.
Identified by distinctive BGOSS signposts, the pods are beautiful
garden sanctuaries located throughout the area, including along
the Captain Spence Path in Southampton, in MacGregor Point
Provincial Park, on the Saugeen Rail Trail, at the Saugeen First
Nations library … even on Chantry Island under the watchful
gaze of the Imperial lighthouse. “That’s one way in which we
are unique,” explains Kerry. “Many communities have planted
a single butterfly garden or pod – but in Saugeen Shores we have
a network of them. And research shows that having a series of
gardens increases the likelihood that monarchs will prosper.”
All of the gardens are under the care of Pod Squad Ambassadors.
Throughout the spring, summer and fall, these volunteers weed,
mulch, water and otherwise provide TLC to the pods. Beverly
Carlisle loves it. “Being a Pod Squad Ambassador not only
gives me a chance to get fresh air and exercise, but I also get to
talk about monarch butterflies with visitors to the gardens. What
could be better?”

float, flap and flutter their way south to the mountain forests of
central Mexico – some 4,500 kilometres away! Following a
winter siesta, the insects start their return flight in the spring,
stopping in Texas to lay eggs. “It’s May before the first monarchs
show up again in Saugeen Shores,” says Kerry, “and these may
be the great grandchildren of the butterflies that originally
embarked on the journey!”

A female monarch deposits an egg on a milkweed plant at
one of the Saugeen Shores butterfly pods.
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One of the world’s longest insect migrations, this arduous trek
is also one of the reasons the monarch is endangered.
Deforestation of their Mexican wintering grounds, combined
with a lack of milkweed and other native plants along their
migratory paths through Canada and the U.S., is contributing to
their reduced population. But BGOSS is part of a project to try
to address this issue.
Tagging
Initiated by the University of Kansas, the Monarch Watch
Tagging Program is a large-scale project aimed at better
understanding the migration pattern of the monarch. And the
program is exactly as it name implies. “In late summer and early
fall,” explains Melitta, “volunteers armed with butterfly nets
across Canada and the U.S. – including Saugeen Shores – come
out to catch monarchs so that tags can be attached to them.”
Actually tiny stickers that are affixed to the wings of the
monarchs, each tag has a unique number identifying where the
butterfly it is fastened to started its southbound trek, along with
an email address for reporting any sightings of the tagged insect.
“The sticker doesn’t hurt the butterfly, or interfere in any way
with its ability to fly,” explains Kerry. “And the information that
Kerry Jarvis and Melitta Smole check for monarchs at one
is collected from the tags goes into a database maintained by the
of the butterfly pods.
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University of Kansas, so the migratory path of the butterflies can
As popular as they are, the butterfly pods are not all that be determined and, hopefully, the supply of milkweed along that
BGOSS is about. There’s the Family Rearing program, which path can be enhanced.”
enlists the help of local families in rearing and protecting
Young and old participate in the BGOSS tagging days. “We
monarch caterpillars. BGOSS also operates an outdoor nature get kindergarten children, and all the way up to their great
library, where visitors can borrow a variety of nature themed grandparents, out helping to tag the butterflies,” Melitta tells me.
books for all ages, free of charge. And a program called “Many families make a day of it, searching for monarchs with
Caterpillar Corner focuses on teaching children about monarch their nets, then gently capturing and tagging them. And when the
butterflies through presentations, music and an activity book butterflies are released, we all shout, ‘Adios Amigos – have a
created by Kerry, Melitta and Barb Willner, with support from safe flight’!”
Bruce Power. “The free booklet follows the lives of Avery and
And it seems to be working – at least in Saugeen Shores,
Fernando, brother and sister monarchs, as they fly about Saugeen where the number of monarchs has been steadily rising.
Shores,” says Melitta. “And it’s been a big hit. We’ve distributed According to Melitta, “2018 marked the fourth year of our
more than 4000 copies of the book.”
tagging program and we tagged a record number of 893
But the program that holds the greatest fascination for young monarchs – up from just 81 in 2015!”
and old alike is Butterfly Tagging.
“One garden at a time, we’re promoting ‘Wings of Change’.”
Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the monarch butterfly
If you would like to volunteer as a Pod Squad Ambassador,
is its annual migration. In the same way that many species of sign-up for butterfly tagging in August and September, or learn
birds fly south for the winter, come September each year, throngs how to plant your own butterfly garden, visit www.
of monarchs set off from locations such as Saugeen Shores to butterflygardensofss.ca.
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